
  



  

We write code



  

Isn't it more
about reading?



  

Written once – read many 
times



  

„(…) when you program, you have to think 
about how someone will read your code, 
not just how a computer will interpret it.“

Kent Beck



  

„Any fool can write code that a computer 
can understand. Good programmers write 

code that humans can understand.“
Martin Fowler



  

Not about architecture



  

Methods & Code



  

Nurturing a code base



  

Extra effort



  

Save time!



  

Your code base?



  



  

It's about joy!



  

Optimizing for Readability

Tobias Pfeiffer
@PragTob

pragtob.info

https://twitter.com/PragTob
http://www.pragtob.info/


  

Crazy?



  

Methods & Code



  



  

Keep It Simple Stupid



  

Are comments a smell?



  

Comments are an excuse of 
the code that it could not be 

clearer.



  

Outdated comments are the 
worst



  

The why not the what



  

def paint_control(event)
  # some painting code
rescue => e
  # Really important to rescue here.
    Failures that escape this method
  # cause odd-ball hangs with no
    backtraces. See #559 for an example.
  #
  puts "SWALLOWED PAINT EXCEPTION ON 
#{@obj} - go take care of it: " + e.to_s
  puts 'Unfortunately we have to swallow 
it because it causes odd failures :('
end



  

Also known as the smell that 
tries to make other smells 

seem ok



  

# do one thing
...
...
...
...
...

# do another thing
...
...
...
...

# do something more
...
...



  

# do one thing
...
...
...
...
...

# do another thing
...
...
...
...

# do something more
...
...



  

# do one thing
...
...
...
...
...

# do another thing
...
...
...
...

# do something more
...
...

Cocepts



  

Method too long



  

Short Methods



  

<= 8 LOC



  

Extract Methods



  

do_one_thing
do_another_thing
do_something_more

Cocepts



  

# context, outlet, times, time per 
step, state, data
def pattern(c, o, t, l, s, d)
  # ...
end 



  

Incomprehensible names



  

# context, outlet, times, time per 
step, state, data
def pattern(c, o, t, l, s, d)
  # ...
end 



  

# context, outlet, times, time per 
step, state, data
def pattern(c, o, t, l, s, d)
  # ...
end 



  

Explanatory names



  

Naming is hard



  

def pattern(context, outlet, time,  
            time_per_step, state,   
            data)
  # ...
end 



  

Argument order dependency



  

Try to keep it to 2 parameters



  

Example



  

# allowed to drink?
if customer.age >= 18
  say 'Okay'
  drink = prepare_drink requested_drink
  say 'here you go'
  hand_drink_over drink, customer
else
  say 'I am sorry you are not legally
       allowed rather to drink here'
  say "Would you rather have a    
       #{['cola', 'mate'].sample}?"
end
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No magic numbers



  

NON_ALCOHOLIC_DRINKS = ['cola', 'mate']
MIN_DRINKING_AGE     = 18
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Query method



  

Intention revealing method



  

# ...
text.color = red
# ...



  

# ...
text.color = red
# ...



  

# ...
highlight(text)
# ...



  

def highlight(text)
  text.color = red
end



  

def highlight(text)
  text.color     = red
  text.underline = true
  update_highlights
end



  

# ...
text.color     = red
text.underline = true
update_highlights
# ...



  

# ...
highlight(text)
# ...
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# allowed to drink?
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if allowed_to_drink_alcohol?(customer)
  serve_drink requested_drink,
              customer
else
  propose_non_alcoholic_drink
end



  

„If you have a good name for 
a method you don't need to 

look at the body.“
Martin Fowler



  

„The easiest code to 
understand is the code you 
don't have to read at all.“

Tom Stuart (Berlin)



  

prepare_drink requested_drink
price = requested_drink.price
check = Check.new
check.add_price price
say 'That whill be ' + check.total



  

prepare_drink requested_drink
price = requested_drink.price
check = Check.new
check.add_price price
say 'That whill be ' + check.total



  

prepare_drink requested_drink
price = requested_drink.price
check = Check.new
check.add_price price
say 'That whill be ' + check.total



  

Same level of abstraction in 
a method



  

prepare_drink requested_drink
prepare_check requested_drink



  

Nice code formatting



  

@left   ||= 0
@top    ||= 0
@width  ||= 1.0
@height ||= 0



  

double character: 'something weird',
       stateMask: CTRL | modifier,
       KeyCode:   character.downcase.ord



  

80 character width limit



  

80 character width limit



  

80 character width limit



  

80 character width limit



  

80 character width limit



  

Identify concepts



  

One language



  

Don't Repeat Yourself



  

Nurturing a code base



  

Code bases detoriate



  

No broken windows!



  



  



  

Magical time?



  

The boyscout rule



  



  

Opportunistic Refactoring



  

TDD



  

80% Code Coverage



  

20% is never executed



  

Code Review Culture



  

„Brown Bag“ lunches



  

Pair Programming



  

Reaping the benefits



  

Know when to break the rules



  

If you still like your code from 
two years ago,

then you are not learning fast 
enough.



  

Enjoy writing readable code!

Tobias Pfeiffer
@PragTob

pragtob.info

https://twitter.com/PragTob
http://www.pragtob.info/


  

Sources

● The Pragmatic Programmer
● Smalltalk Best Practice Patterns
● Clean Code
● Practical Object Oriented Design in Ruby

http://pragprog.com/book/tpp/the-pragmatic-programmer
http://www.informit.com/store/smalltalk-best-practice-patterns-9780132852111
http://www.amazon.de/Clean-Code-Handbook-Software-Craftsmanship/dp/0132350882http://www.amazon.de/Clean-Code-Handbook-Software-Craftsmanship/dp/0132350882
http://www.informit.com/store/practical-object-oriented-design-in-ruby-an-agile-primer-9780321721334
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